In this study, a collocation method is introduced to find the approximate solutions of Hantavirus infection model which is a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The method is based on the Bessel functions of the first kind, matrix operations and collocation points. This method converts Hantavirus infection model into a matrix equation in terms of the Bessel functions of first kind, matrix operations and collocation points. The matrix equation corresponds to a system of nonlinear equations with the unknown Bessel coefficients. The reliability and efficiency of the suggested scheme are demonstrated by numerical applications and all numerical calculations have been done by using a program written in Maple.
Introduction
Population model problems have an important place in Mathematical Biology. In recent years, some researchers have studied solutions of population model problems such as continuous population models [1, 2] , population growth model with fractional order [3, 4] , Volterra population model [5] , HIV Infection models [6, 7, 8] , population models of integro-differential equations [9, 10, 11] , Hantavirus infection model [12, 13, 14] , some model problems in Biology [15, 16] . Also, Akbar has studied sutterby fluid model for blood flow [17] and A. Sohail et al. have analysed fractional-order tumor model [18] .
In this paper, by means of the matrix relations between the Bessel functions of first kind J n (x) and their derivatives, we apply the Bessel collocation method [19, 20, 21 ] to obtain approximate solutions of Hantavirus infection model studied in [12, 13, 14, 22, 23] . This model is characterized by a system of the nonlinear differential equations
so that S(t) and I(t) are the populations of susceptible and infected mice, respectively, and M(t) = S(t) + I(t) is the total population of mice.
The meanings of other terms in (1) are as follows.
Births: b(S + I)
shows the birth of susceptible newborn mice, all with a rate proportional to the total population, since all mice make contribution to breeding regardless of whether it is susceptible or infected.
Deaths: c denotes the rate of depletion by death for natural reasons, proportional to the corresponding density. Competition: −SI(S + I)/k indicates the process of limiting the increase of population due to conflict of resource sharing. k shows that the carrying capacity of all means to protect the population. Higher values of k represent good environmental conditions which are water, food, housing availability, favorable climatic conditions. Infection: aSI is considered to be constant in a rapidly due to an encounter with an infectious mouse shows the number of infected susceptible mice.
In addition, a, b, c and k are parameters that characterize the system in (1). k is chosen to be the control parameter of the dynamics because it best represents the influence of the environment. Although the system has four equilibriums, two of them are irrelevant to the analysis, that is, the null state (very unstable) and state a with I < 0 for any parameters. The other two equilibriums interchange their stability character at a critical value of the carrying capacity, which is given as
Changes in ecological conditions and diversity of habitats can be observed by varying the value of k. A low value of k means that resources are scarce and therefore the number of infected mice is lower. If k < k c , the number of infected mice will reduce to zero as observed in field studies. However, when conditions improve again where k > k c , the infection will reappear and may even show a drastic increase in the population of infected mice.
Our aim is to find approximate solutions of model (1) expressed in the truncated Bessel series form
so that a 1,n and a 2,n (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N) are the unknown Bessel coefficients and J n (t), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N are the Bessel functions of first kind defined by
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Firstly, let us show model (1) in the form
We consider the desired solution S(t) and I(t) of system (5) defined by the truncated Bessel series (3). Now, we write the matrix form of the functions defined in relation (2) as
Also, the relations (6) can be written in matrix form
S(t) = T(t)D T A 1 and I(t) = T(t)D
where
The relation between the matrix T(t) and its derivative T (1) (t) is given by
By aid of the relations (7) and (8) we have recurrence relations
Thus, we can express the matrices y(t) and y (1) (t) as follows:
y(t) = T(t)DA and y (1) (t) = T(t)BDA (10) so that
and
Now, we can show the system (5) with the matrix form y (1) (t) = Py(t) + Ky(t)y(t) + Ly 1,2 (t)
By using in Eq. (11) the collocation points defined by
we obtain the system of the matrix equations
or briefly the fundamental matrix equation
where 
By aid of the collocation points (12) and the matrix given in Eq. (11), we have
. , T(t N ) , T(t) = diag (T(t) T(t))
Similarly, substituting the collocation points (12) into the y 1,2 (t) in Eq. (11), we obtain the matrix representation
where S =TDA 1 and I =TDA (17) c 2017 BISKA Bilisim Technology
. Substituting relations (14)- (17) into Eq. (13), we have fundamental matrix equation
We can briefly write Eq. (18) in the form
which corresponds to a system of the 2(N + 1) nonlinear algebraic equations with the unknown Bessel coefficients a 1,n and a 2,n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N.
By aid of the relation (10), the matrix form for conditions given in model (2) can be written as
where U = T(0)DA and λ = λ 1 λ 2 .
Consequently, replacing two rows of the augmented matrix [W; G] by the rows of the matrix [U; λ ], we have the new augmented matrix
which is a nonlinear algebraic system. The unknown Bessel coefficients can be found by solving this system. The unknown Bessel coefficients a i,0 , a i,1 , . . . , a i,2 , (i = 1, 2) is substituted in Eq. (6). Thus we obtain the Bessel polynomial solutions
Accuracy of the solutions
Firstly, let us check the accuracies of the solutions (22) as follows.
Since the truncated Bessel series (22) are approximate solutions of system (1), when the functions S N (t), I N (t) and their derivatives are substituted in system (1), the resulting equation must be satisfied approximately; that is, for
If max 10 −k q = 10 −k (k positive integer) is prescribed, then the truncation limit N is increased until the difference E i,N (t q ) at each of the points becomes smaller than the prescribed 10 −k , see [2, 14, 24] .
Numerical application
In this section, we apply the method presented in interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 3 for solving Hantavirus infection model [12, 13, 14, 22, 23] . We consider the model (1) −0.147998114822t 6 + (0.552734255182e − 1)t 7 − (0.673569602508e − 2)t 8 ,
We display a plot of the approximate solutions S N (t) obtained by the present method for N = 5, 8 in Figure 1a . 
Conclusions
In this study, the Bessel collocation method has been presented for solving Hantavirus infection model which is a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. We demonstrated the accuracy and efficiency of this method with an example. We assured the correctness of the obtained solutions by putting them back into the original equation with the aid of Maple; it provides an extra measure of confidence in the results. The computations associated with the example have been performed using a computer code written in Maple 9. The basic idea described in this paper is expected to be further employed to solve other similar nonlinear problems.
